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THE SURFACE OF THE SUN

1

as immense flares shoot off it like tendrils.
EXTREMELY TIGHT

2

on the second hand of a regular old fashioned analogue alarm
clock as the alarm goes off and the percussive music bed
kicks in.
TIGHT
en weathered end baggy 501 Levi's as they're pulled on,
buttoned up and belted.
A .38mm snub nose Smith & Wesson is stuck in an ankle
holster.
A Glock with trinium sights is placed in a Yaqui slide.
A leather jacket is zipped up, and a full coverage Bell
helmet grabbed off of a table — a modern day knight off to
do battle.

c

Dark combat boots stride to a door that opens and then slams
.shut. . A red flannel shirt hangs on the back of the door.
We hear a motorcycle growl to a start.
CUT TO:
EXT. BROOKLYN STREETS - DAY

3

The Ducati 650 crotch rocket sweeps down the dirty boulevard.
SUBJECTIVE POV
as the rider starts to wind out the Italian cycle, a machine
built only for those who are very serious about getting their
speed on or their rocks off. He splits lanes, power shifts,
apexes the turns and then heads along an abandoned expanse of
Hudson riverside cement, curving smoothly around stripped
down cars and and overturned dumpsters, a no man's land that
is obviously a short cut.

CUT TO:

i

THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE
As the rider flies across the bridge, so does the camera, in
an aerial shot that then reveals the city of Manhattan - back
lit and imposing - almost Gothic.

CUT TO:
EXT 33RD PRECINCT - DAY

«

The bike rider comes to a brisk halt and pulls off his
helmet. . . HER helmet actually; rtcet Sara Fezzini, NYFD
Homicide Detective. Tough, smart and yeah . . . very hot.
EXT/INT. UNMARKED CAR - SAME TIME

I

The window rolls down and seated behind the wheel is Michael
Yee, third generation Asian American, a few years older than
Sara.
YEE
Hey Pez.

t

She throws her helmet in the back of the car and gets in the
beat up Crown Victoria without a word. The car pulls out into
traffic. Pez is still silent. Yee looks at his partner for a
beat.
YEE (cont'd)
You know what today is?
He holds up The New York Post.
YEE (cont'd)-.
It's November 11th, eleven, eleven.
Your horoscope says today is a special
day.
PEZ
(blank)
Every day above ground is a special day.
YEE
You've got a point there. . . as far as
I know.
Yee realizes that he isn't, c" serine her up.
PEZ
Sorry Yee.

w

YEE
(giving in)
I know how pissed off you are.
PEZ
No you don't.
YEE
We'll stay on Gallo and sweat him. Sooner
or later something'11 give.
PEZ
Yeah - his heart as a hollow point hits
it.
YEE
We don't know that it was him.
PEZ
You're right, we don't. I do. We just
gotta prove it. Somehow.
Yee hands her his giant styrofoam cup of coffee. She takes a
hit and passes it back.
PEZ (cont'd)
How's the wife.
YEE
That was a hyper segue.
PEZ
I'm good at those.
YEE
And getting better. Must be a Gemini
thing. You know, mercurial and all.
They drive in silence for a beat.
ANGLE ON PEZ
through the window - the reflections of New York City
streaming by in front of her face - as she thinks of her
recently deceased friend Maria.
The reflections in the window become PROJECTIONS OF HER
MEMORY.
Two little girls blowing out candles on a birthday cake.
PEZ (VO)
Our birthdays were only a day apart.

Two little girls, two absolutely adorable little girls, a
young Sara and a young Maria, making bubbles with little
wands.(These images are a strong contrast to the hard ass Pez
we've just met)
PEZ" (VO)
We used to do everything together.
A 15 year old Pezzini grabs a Kool cigarette out of her
friend Maria's mouth, takes a drag and starts coughing like
crazy.
PEZ
I still don't understand how a 15 year
old could like menthols?
YEE
Huh.
The reflections revert back to the grit of NYC.
PEZ
Nothing.
She looks over at him. Re-entering reality.
PEZ (cont'd)
You wearing your vest?
YEE
Of course.
CUT TO:
EXT. THE CLOISTERS - LATE AFTERNOON
A large wooded park on the upper tip of Manhattan. A gray
day... a drizzle that's half-rain half-snow.
It's lonely tonight, not a lot of visitors to this museum
that looks like a medieval monastery. We hear a distant P.A.
Voice.
1 .i-, VOICE
Ladies and gentlemen...

1
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INT. THE CLOISTERS - SAME TIME

E

P.A. VOICE
The Cloisters will be closing in fifteen
minutes.
The handful of people in here look at their watches, check
maps of the building to see if there are any final exhibits
they want to see. Most head for the exit.
A ROOM
Filled with medieval art and artifacts... ILLUMINATED
MANUSCRIPT pages in glass cases... Miniature handcarved
CATHEDRALS in gold leaf... And in the middle of all this IAN NOTTINGHAM. Long dark hair. Brutally handsome. Nottingham
stands extremely still, as if he too is one of the displays.
He looks at a
A WALL OF PAINTINGS
Medieval Saints. George slays the dragon. Stephen is stoned
by the crowd. Joan of Arc"leads her army into battle.
It's Joan of Arc we're interested in. She raises her arm,
brandishing a sword that radiates the fire of God, her army
behind her.
A DISPLAY CASE
In front of the Joan of Arc

the case: From the private

painting.

collection

A small brass tag on

of Kenneth Irons.

In

the case, sundry items that belonged to Joan: a rosary... a
knife... an armored gauntlet — old, gray, lifeless. A few
stones dot the surface of the armored glove, one larger than
the rest, but you wouldn't call them jewels.
Ian Nottingham stares at the gauntlet for a beat, looks at
his watch, flips open a tiny cell phone and hits a speed dial
number. He waits a moment, then speaks.
NOTTINGHAM
I'm ready.
We start to PULL BACK from Nottingham, MOVING THROUGH the
walls to -

t
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EXT. CLOISTERS - SAKS TIME - HIGH ANGLE

£

Reveal that for all its rustic Medieval charm the cloisters
sits on the edge of a hard-core New York City neighborhood.
CUT TO:

10

EXT 184TH AND BROADWAY

10

Washington Heights. Crack capital of the world. An old
crumpled NEWSPAPER blows down the street. Yee and Pez sit in
the car. Several more giant coffee cup grace the dash. Street
lamps go on as daylight fades. Sara stares out of the window a predator in wait.

c

YEE
So little Mike thinks that my job is
driving a tractor. He wants to come to
work with me. .
. Hey Pez, I don't
think I've seen you blink once in the
past four hours. You should do that once
in a while, you know it lubricates your
eyes.
Across the street two men exit an apartment building. Both
men are dressed gangster chic.
4

YEE (cont'd)
Well there he. . .
Pez is already out of the car. She strides up to Thomas Gallo
and his associate.
GALLO
Pezzini. Bonjourno, Bella.
PEZ
(cold)
Hey killer.
Yee takes a na-jd look at Gallo-s thug.

r
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YEE (cont'd)
How ya doin?

7.

The guy shrugs,
THUG
None of your business. You got a warrant?
YEE
A warrant? For what? This is a social
call, a visit, an exchange of
pleasantries between ourselves and the
estimable Mr. Gallo.
GALLO
Some might say this borders on
harassment, detectives
YEE
We've got three witnesses that put you
next to Maria Buzanis only three hours
before she was murdered.
GALLO
(looks to Sara)
Who wasn't.
Michael turns his attention back to Gallo's thug.

YEE
Hey . . .
Yee has a sudden realization about the thug that Sara sees
and reads instantaneously. This guy is wanted for something
serious and Yee has just mentally id'd him.
The thug slams Yee in the face with his brief case PULLS A
GUN and starts to draw on Yee. Sara swings at the thug and
his gun is knocked into the sewer.
He brutally body punches Sara and makes a run for it. Yee
staggers to his feet and draws on Gallo who casually raises
his hands.
GALLO
I'm not going anywhere.

J0&**
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Sara bolts after the perp. Down the steps on 185th street.
Through an alleyway. Over a fence. Down the street into the
cloisters. This woman is an athlete. A chaser. Combination
pitbull and panther. And she's pissed.

8.
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THE CLOISTERS -

n

The Perp looks back, sees that Sara is right on his tail. He
pulls another gun - a Desert Eagle - as he runs but he
doesn't have the time to fire.
12

THE FRONT DOOR

12

where a GUARD is just about to close the door, but he never
gets the chance, because the Perp slams the door into the
guard, knocking him down. The guard cries out in protest,
but the Perp has already vanished into the building. Seconds
later, Sara comes flying through the door.
GUARD
Hey!
SARA
(flashing her badge)
Call 911, tell them an officer requires
assistance.
She bolts into

C
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THE CORRIDORS

,

13

And suddenly it's quiet. Empty. Eerie. Sara, gun drawn,
stealths through corridors and around corners.
MOVEMENT at the end of a long hall. The Perp runs by, and
Sara gives chase, only to lose him again as she finds herself
in
14

THE ROOM OF THE SAINTS

14

with the glass case of Joan of Arc artifacts. Suddenly Sara
stops, her attention inexorably drawn to
THE GLASS CASE
as subtle GLOW starts to emanate from within.
case and the GAUNTLET.

PUSH IN on the

The gauntlet shimmers slightly, the steel looks more supple
than before. The gem on the back of the gauntlet almost seems
to undulate and glow as if in response to Sara's presence.
She finds herself standing right over the case, staring down
at it, mesmerized.
ly#^>\
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GAUNTLET POV - On Sara - Extreme Wide Angle (like Hal in
2001) Startling. Different. The entire room is visible beyond
her and there is nobody else in sight.

c
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NOTTINGHAM (O.S.)
Magnificent, isn't it?
ANOTHER ANGLE
Sara whips her gun around as she comes face to face with...
Ian Nottingham. For a moment they stare at one another,
Sara's GUN only an INCH from Nottingham's throat. But he
makes no attempt to run, nor to push the gun away — he just
stares, unworried.
Sara realizes chat Nottingham isn't the Perp, and she lowers
her gun.
SARA
Sorry.
NOTTINGHAM
(he means this)
Not at all.
SARA
You better get out of here quick.
NOTTINGHAM
Thank you officer.
MOVEMENT from the corridor outside draws Sara's attention:
it's the Perp. Sara sprints after him, forgetting Ian
Nottingham and the magnificent jeweled glove that moments ago
had her rapt attention. Before we follow her we notice
something
The gauntlet, the WlTCHEL~w7 =s we will learn it is called,
is already transforming back -- the glow fades, che jewels
lose their light.
15

BACK ON SARA -

15

As she reaches the hall outside and a HAIL of bullets
explodes around her, fired by the Perp from his HUGE hand
cannon, BULLETS chewing up the walls, exploding into various
CASES of artifacts, sending SHARDS of glass into air.
Sara returns the fire, SQUEEZING off a full mag of her own.
As she goes to slam another one into the Glock it is shot out
of her hands. She is now out of ammo and runs back into

W
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THE ROOM OF THE SAINTS

16

From whence she only just came. Ian Nottingham seems to have
vanished. Sara rolls in and then ducks while she grabs the
.38 from her ankle holster. She fires from behind a Celtic
shield.
THE CASE •
The Witchblade has sprung to life, but Sara doesn't even
notice it, doesn't have time to notice it, as The perp moves into the room, this time with two Desert
Eagles. The shield she is hiding behind is shredded. Sara is
completely outgunned. She drops the small gun and DIVES away
from the incoming rounds and as she does, the Witchblade case
is shattered and shot up.
The WITCHBLADE itself spins through the air in EXTREME slow
motion as Sara is in mid jump.
TIGHT on Sara's hand, as it reaches through the air.
INTERCUT Sara's approaching hand and the spinning WITCHBLADE
which seems to reach out towards Sara (the feeling is much
like Michelangelo's Adam reaching out for the gift of life)
TIGHT on the WITCHBLADE as Sara's hand penetrates it - still
in extreme SLO-MO.
Sara lands and rolls and instinctively raises her arm for
protection. She and the Perp lock eyes. This is it. He smiles
and unleashes another torrent of bullets.
The rr.etal gauntlet on Sara's arm sparks as.it is hit. The
Witchblade is DEFLECTING the bullets which ricochet around
the room like electrons in an atom, the Perp - astonished stops firing for a second
ANOTHER ANGLE
Ian Nottingham stands in the shadows, behind an exhibit,
watching all this, fascinated.
The Perp, regaining his composure, levels his gun, sighting
down on Sara for the kill shot and then... the JEWEL on the
gauntlet starts to GLOW.
The Perp fires a single shot.
The bullet hits the Witchblade and ... bounces of one wall...
another wall... headed for -

11.
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A GAS PIPE, an ancient looking thing and even as the bullet
beelines for the gas pipe the glove on Sara's hand starts to
glow with a hot light, as if it might explode on its own and
then BOOM! A blinding FLASH of light, the entire room goes up in
flames.
WITCHBLADE POV
As the ball of flame approaches.

SARA'S FACE lights up and then everything WHITES OUT.
CUT TO:
17

A VISION

17

Slowly, softly, an angelic vision of a woman appears, she is
off in the distance, her hair blowing back as if in a gentle
breeze. A Maxfield Parrish tableau. Peaceful.
SMASH CUT TO:
18

A FRENZIED MONTAGE

18

of images of a woman raging, screaming. We can never quite
catch a glimpse of her face. EVERYTHING in frame is red.
CUT TO:
19

EXTREME CLOSE UP OF AN EYE

19

But rather than an iris and pupil inside, there is a solar
eclipse.
CUT TO:
20

BLACK SCREEN.

20

A RED LIGHT starts to flash in a rhythmic pattern, taking us
to
21

c

EXT. THE CLOISTERS - NIGHT
AN AMBULANCE provides this red light, and as we PULL BACK we
see numerous other cop cars next to the ambulaiice, all of .
them with their FLASHERS on, providing a brilliant light
show.
A CROWD has gathered, kept at bay by numerous COPS.

21
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Sara sits on the back ledge of an ambulance looking dazed, as
if she has just come to. JOE SIRI, a detective lieutenant in
his fifties stands by Sara as does Yee. Also present is JAKE
MCCARTEY, a young cop in his mid to late twenties, with blond
hair and surfer-boy good looks. He's new to the game but he's
smart and laid back, at least on the surface.
JOE SIRI
You have any idea what happened?
SARA
(in a daze fron. the blast)
I chased the guy into the building. We
exchanged a few rounds, but then he
really started unloading with some big
bore pistols and . . . Next thing I
knew there was a giant explosion.
Joe turns and looks at Jake, who supplies an explanation.
JAKE
I talked to the caretaker. He said the
gas pipes are ancient, thinks maybe a
bullet hit one.
tjJ^N

PEZ
I thought it was a grenade.
JOE SIRI
The blast was much bigger.
JAKE
Nobody can figure out how you weren't . .
. . urn
PEZ
Pulped?
Pez looks from Jake to Yee and they lock eyes. No words
necessary.
JOE SIRI
Do you realize who that was?
PEZ
(dazed)r
I just ki.'*- that, he drew on Yee.
JOE SIRI
That was Lorenzo Vespuchi.

c
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JAKE
(almost respectfully)
Best hitman in the biz. Gallo's protege.
PEZ
Guess that explains all the firepower.
YEE
We pulled a few of Vespuchi's teeth out
of some marble. That's all we could find.
JAKE
The security cameras that weren't blown
up showed that there was another person
in there.
YEE
But the only thing on tape were his
shadows - it was as if he knew the
cameras were there.
PEZ
(rubbing her head, trying to
remember)
I'm not sure . . .
Yee helps her up and they walk past Gallo who is sitting in
the back of a patrol car.
GALLO
(pissed)
Get your man Pezzini?
PEZ
Not yet.
GALLO
You got one of mine, (smirks) Your father
would be proud.
She stops as if punched in the solar plexus. Yee knows she's
a cat's breath from putting a serious hurt on Gallo.
YEE
(under his breath)
Don't do it Pez.
TIGHT on Sara's wrist.

c

The WITCHBLADE is still on but now in bracelet form, a piece
of exquisite form and beauty. The lights of the police
cruiser kick off of the gem thus refracting light in weird
ways across Gallo's face.

14.
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The flashing police lights also reflect off of the
predatorial eyes of Ian Nottingham who stands on the edge of
the crowd.
He sees the Witchblade on Sara's wrist and flips open his
cell phone.
CUT TO:
22

EXT CITYSCAPE/INT PENTHOUSE OFFICE - NIGHT

22

Camera pulls slowly back and reveals "ENNETH IRONS standing
at the floor to ceiling window, the city of New York
glittering beyond the vague reflection of his face.
NOTTINGHAM (OS)
She's got it.
IRONS
Good.
The camera continues it's slow move back - letting Irons fall
into silhouette without us ever having gotten a good look at
him.

C

A fire roils in an immense 360 degree fire place. What looks
like a duplicate of Rodin's Thinker is off to the side. Two
Irish Wolfhounds lie on the floor. Irons ponders as the fire
burns.
A DESK BEHIND IRONS
Covered with TEXTS, some of them hundreds of years old, some
much older than that, but none of them recent. Many of the
texts are open, and in one of them we see
A SINGLE PAGE
A strange rune-like marking at the top of the page... below
the rune: a list of dates. The last date is 11/11/2000.
CUT TO:
23

INT. SARA'S APARTMENT - DAWN
We were here during the opening sequence, but now we get a
better look at her small, Spartan apartment. There's a case
c: «,coks, a boombox Z-.5 some CD's, E. few dumbells and that's
about it. Except for one important touch

23
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ON TOP OF AN END TABLE
Several PHOTOS. Sara's MOM and DAD on their wedding day.
Another picture of a young Sara on her Dad's shoulders (he's
wearing a beat up red flannel shirt) in front of a pick up
truck.
A very young Joe Siri and Sara's dad together in uniform.
There is also what looks like a second grade picture of
Maria.
(We will later learn that this is an altar of sorts - Sara's
homage to deceased loved ones)
A piece of paper with coffee stains lies at the end of the
table; a certificate showing that Sara was the interservice
pistol combat champion.
The SOUND of KEYS opening several locks, and then a moment
later Sara enters. Jake McCartey stands in the hall behind
her.
JAKE
Are you sure you don't need...
SARA
(cutting him off)
I'm sure. I can take it from here. Thanks
Jake.
Sara smiles and shuts the door.
JAKE (O.S.)
(muffled through the door)
I could make you some calzones or
something.. . (he mispronounces calzones)
Sara laughs —

but her laugh is gentle, good-natured.

SARA
(correcting him)
Calzones. Go home, Jake.
JAKE (OS)
Some pasta puttanesca?
SARA
See ya.
JAKE (OS)
(as he walks away)
Rock on dot com.

16,
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Sara turns to her apartment and is immediately confronted by
the BLINKING red light on her answering machine. She sighs,
as if remembering something, then pushes "play".
MACHINE VOICE
You have one new message.
She checks' it.
YEE (VO)
Hey, Pez. Yee here. Spot check. You cool?
Giirme a ring if you need anything.
Sara saves the message.
24

THE BATHROOM - A FEW MINUTES LATER

24

One of those bath tubs with clawed feet and a plastic shower
curtain. Pez turns on the ancient shower and lets the hot
water radiate through every pore of her dirty, exhausted and
aching body.

i

ii

She starts to lather up when she notices the thing on her
wrist. Her looks says, "what the hell?"
INT BEDROOM - A FEW MINUTES LATER

i

Pez, now in a pair of flannel boxers and a tee shirt flops
onto her futon. She picks the bracelet up off of the bedside
table and studies it. She then puts it back on the table, and
continues to stare at the gem.
SLOWLY
push in on the Witchblade. Sara is reflected in the gem. Push
in on Sara's reflection until we are tight on Sara's
reflected eye. Within her eye we again see the the SOLAR
ECLIPSE instead of a pupil. As if in a hall of mirrors HER
POV AND THE WITCHBLADE'S ARE ONE IN THE SAME.
We see Pez lie down and instantly fall asleep, too tired to
even get under the blankets. Her image undulates slightly as
she gets smaller and smaller in frame {or as the Witchblade
pulls back further and further into itself.)
The sounds of chanting and wind merge in a weird, Doppler
effected sonic vortex. Voices ir. all languages meshing as the
volume grows.
DISSOLVE TO:

17,
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THE SURFACE OF THE SUN

25

A flaming tendril, a sun flare, hurls a meteor into the inky
blackness of space.
26

THE METEORITE

.

26

slams into a mountain.
27

EXT PRIMITIVE CAMPSITE - NIGHT

27

Flames shoot high against a full moon. Drums thunder. A small
group of primitive people are in a frenzy of ecstatic
dancing. A clenched fist suddenly comes into the foreground,silhouetted against the flames. The hand opens up revealing a
beautiful gem - the WITCHBLADE GEM.
MATCH CUT TO:
28

A MOLD OF A HAND

28

as molten steel is poured into it.
MATCH CUT TO:
29

A STEEL GAUNTLET

29

with the Witchblade gem now embedded in the back.
Pull back to reveal that the gauntlet is on the hand of an
EGYPTIAN PRINCESS. She is standing in front of an immense
SPHINX. Her hands rest on her shoulders and she wears the
Witchblade on her right hand. Wind blows her long dark hair
across her face and a funnel of sand swirls around behind
her. She sweeps her hand through the air and we see thousands
of subjects (CGI and stock) bowing before her.
INTERCUT WITH THIS WE SEE SARA SLEEPING AS LIGHT RAKES ACROSS
HER ( AND INTERCUT WITH THIS ARE BRIEF-ALMOST SUBLIMINAL
FLASHES OF AN ANIMATED SARA AS THE WITCHBLADE - MORE ORGANIC
THAN IN REALITY - WRAPS AROUND HER)
30

14TH CENTURY BATTLEFIELD -

30

Joan of Arc leads her troops into battle, brandishing a SWORD
OF FIRE that seems to grow out of the Witchblade on her arm.
The chanting increases in volume.
31

A COURTYARD -

31

Where Joan has been tied to a stake. We see the CROWD but we
don't get a good look at Joan as a TORCH is set to a pile of
wood and FLAMES start to dance.

18.

32

A BALCONY -

32

Overlooking the courtyard where Joan burns. A BISHOP holds
the Witchblade: the look on his face tells us he fears it.
With a shudder of disgust the Bishop locks the Witchblade in
a wooden CHEST. Before he closes the chest we glimpse a
number of other items: a crucifix, armor, a long-bladed

knife. All things

we saw at the Cloisters.

The Bishop turns

to a waiting Soldier.
BISHOP
Bury this in the Catacombs.
SLAM CUT TO:
33

SARA'S BEDROOM - END OF THE DREAM - NIGHT

33

Sara sits bolt upright. The chanting is dramatically cut
off. She looks at the Witchblade on her bedside table. It
seems to glow slightly.
CUT TO:
34

INT DARK BAR - NIGHT
Tommy Gallo sits across from a sleek Asian man.
GALLO
Normally I would handle the problem
internally but in this situation I can't
do that. I'm under"too much scrutiny. I
need your very best cleaner.
ASIAN MAN
What you are requesting is very expensive
Mr. Gallo.

GALLO
I don't want to negotiate, I just want
this situation handled. Soon. I know
you'll probably have to import the
talent.
ASIAN MAN
Who is the situation

W
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GALLO
Detective Sara Pezzini. She works

. ..
CUT TO:

35

EXT. POLICE PRECINCT - DAY

35

GALLO (VO)
. out of the 33rd Precinct.
Sara Pezzini looking a bit
her, walks up to the front
to enter the precinct when
being watched... turns and

less beat up than last time we saw
door, helmet in hand. She's about
she stops... reacts as if she's
sees -

A man who might be Ian Nottingham stands across the street a
moment until... a BUS cruises by... BLOCKS the view... and
then the bus is gone, and so is the guy who might've been
Nottingham. Now Sara frowns, turns, and enters 36

INT. PRECINCT HOUSE - SAME TIME
"Sara is greeted by most of the cops with shouts of "It's
Pez!' and "Hey, Pezzini!" Sara never really stops MOVING,
but slows down when a uniform cop, SMITTY, joins her.

SMITTY
Hey Pez. Lorenzo Vespuchi huh. The
butcherman. Gallo can't be too happy
about that.
SARA
How you doin Smitty.
SMITTY
Jealous.
SARA
Don't be.
SMITTY
You took out Vespuchi. That's . . .
SARA
Blind luck.

36
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SMITTY
That's not the way I heard it - but if
you want to do that Sara Pezzini modest
thing that's cool with me.
Pez can't help cracking a small smile and shake her head as
she walks away.
Joe Siri approaches her in the hall.
SIRI
Lookin good detective.
PEZ
Thanks.
SIRI
C'mon pn in.
He leads her into his office. Siri takes a seat at his desk,
she remains standing, not at attention but almost.
SIRI (cont'd)
So what's the deal Sara?
PEZ
What do you mean sir.
SIRI
Don't give me that officious bullshit.
You know what I mean.
Pez remains, stoic.
SIRI fcont'd)
(shakes his head)
Your old man hated Gallo too.
PEZ
With all due fucking respect Joe, Gallo
killed one of my best friends.
SIRI
You can't prove that.
PEZ
Yes I can. And I will.

i^^

SIRI
Good. I think a few people are pretty
angry about Vespuchi. Be careful.

21.

A beat. Sara looks at a picture on Joe's desk (the same one
she has at home). A young Joe Siri and his partner, an
equally young James Pezzini standing together in uniform.
PEZ
Yes sir.
SIRI
He would be proud of you.
Pez nods, gives Joe the peace sign and leaves.
37

INT PEZ AND YEE'S OFFICE
Sparse and ancient looking.
YEE
Hey Pez.
He holds up his giant styrofoam cup as she walks by. She
takes it without even looking. He watches her closely.

c

PEZ
What?
YEE
What do you mean what?
PEZ
What are you looking at?
YEE
My perpetually scowling partner.
PEZ
And you know here I thought I was coming
across as uh . . . ebullient.
YEE
Pez I actually don't think I'm
caffeinated enough for the word thing
this morning.
She passes the styrofoam cup back to him.
PEZ
(mock Chinese)
So sarrrhe. But. ycu started it.

/***•
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YEE
Hey listen you wench, I just wanted to
say thanks for saving my life.
(MORE)

. 3 7

22,
Y E E (contid)
PEZ
Oh yeah that. No big deal. I think we're
even now.
YEE
No we're not, I still owe you one.
PEZ
OK. I'll think of something.
YEE
Something like help taking down Gallo?
PEZ
Yup.
YEE
Hey, not a problem. Legendary hitman,
never been caught and one of the
smartest, hardest bad guys in the city.
Pez can I ask you a serious question?
PEZ
I'm bracing myself.
/J^»v

YEE
Seriously.
PEZ
(knowing he's serious)
Hit m e .
Yee takes a breath,
YEE
Maria was a party girl, a high end hooker
alcoholic, sex addict, pill head, and
coked up adrenaline junkie hedonist.
PEZ
Your point being?
YEE
She was constantly putting herself in
dangerous situations. She liked dangerous
situations.
PEZ
Right. So &he deserved to get double
tapped by a skumbag who thrives off the
human detritus he creates.
YEE
I didn't exactly say that.
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PEZ
I know. I'm just mad at myself. Really
mad. I hadn't even seen Maria for almost
a year. She called me six days ago, then
bang, a day later, before I get a chance
to call her back, she gets her brain
splattered onto. . .
YEE
(interrupting)
What. . . You think you could have
saved her?
For the first time we see Pez drop her guard and let someone '
in a little.
PEZ
I just don't know Mikie. . . I just
dunno.
Pez looks at the bulletin board that is covered with crime
scene photos from the Maria Buzanis murder.
As she looks at the photos-she puts her hands in the pockets
of her leather jacket. In one photo the chalk outline on the
floor indicates where Maria's body was found.
A beat later Pez feels the Witchblade in her pocket. She
takes it out and looks at it. Perplexed. She puts it on her
wrist.
PEZ
I almost forgot, the other night this
weird bracelet somehow . . . (as she is
speaking she glances at the crime photo)
SMASH CUT TO:
38

WITCHBLADE

SECOND

SIGHT

38

as it kicks in for the first time.
Pez winces as the chalk outline becomes a real body.
The pov - Sara's AND the WITCHBLADE'S - actually enters the
picture - going backwards in time. Maria gets up - like film
being played in reverse. She moves - IN REVERSE - over to a
glass table and and then fills half a glass with some red
wine from her mouth as a heel flies through the air and lands
back on her foot.
PEZ IS SEEING TIME MOVE BACKWARDS.

24.

She shakes her head and the vision stops. Back to the same
old crime photo. Pez - thrown by the vision - forgets about
the bracelet on her wrist. THE INTENSITY OF THE VISION MAKES
THIS COMPLETELY PLAUSIBLE.
YEE (cont'd)
You ok?
PEZ
•• (doesn't know what to think)
Sometimes I feel like I'm losing my mind.
YEE
Don't worry pal. You did that a long time
ago.
PEZ
Let's go back to the crime scene.
YEE
Are you serious?
She strides out of the room and Yee reluctantly, dutifully
follows.
CUT TO:
39

EXT BROOKLYN STREET - DAY

39

Nottingham walks up to a non-descript door and with great
economy kicks it open revealing a Social Club; Thomas Gallo's
posh and personal Social Club.
A guard just inside starts to draw on Nottingham and is Laiu
out with one quick chop to the wind pipe. Without even
breaking stride and without even really looking, Nottingham
pulls a pool stick out of a rack and then breaks it on
another guy's head. C ya.
He then picks up the eight ball and hurls it at another
bruiser that is drawing on him. The paisan goes down and out.
Cold.
Thomas Gallo sits at a table in the back. Up to this point he
had been enjoying a pasta and a glass of Chianti. His
personal bodyguard, DINO, takes a shot that misses
Nottingham.
In one swift move Nottingham draws a gun and shoots Dino's
gun right out of his hand, puts his own gun away, and sits
down at Gallo's table.

25.
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Gallo wipes his mouth with his napkin, and just looks around.
GALLO
That was pretty damn good. Who do you
work for.
NOTTINGHAM
My client owns the old Rialto.
GALLO
Really.
NOTTINGHAM
He is aware of your repeated inquiries
regarding the Rialto and is now willing
to sell. Be there at 11:00 tomorrow and
you can take a look at it.
Nottingham gets up and leaves.Nobody makes a move to stop
him.
GALLO
..(looking at his fallen men)
I wish that guy was working for me.
CUT TO:
40

INT. HOTEL ROOM - MEANWHILE

40

Sara and Michael enter, let in by a smarmy hotel MANAGER.
The room is perfectly clean, the chalk outline on the floor
has been washed and the blood stains are gone, but it's still
reccgnizable as the room where Mar-a Butc.nis was killed.
There are several mirrors.

MANAGER
I really don't see why this is necessary.
I was assured that you were done. For
over a week now we've accommodated you:
fingerprint dust everywhere, unsightly
yellow tape on the door, noise at all
hours...
SARA
(interrupting him)
Hey —
MANAGER
Yes?
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SARA
Shut up.
Sara moves into the room, looking at it, while Michael stands
at the door, watching her. The manager looks on, intimidated
by Michael, but bored by what is obviously routine. As Sara
looks around the room, Michael asks questions of the manager.
YEE
Ms. Buzanis rented this room?
MANAGER
I really don't see why we have to go
into...
(off Michael's nasty look)
Yes, Ms. Buzanis took this room on the
evening in question. I've already told
the police all this — more than once I
might add.
Ms. Buzanis was a frequent
guest at our hotel.
YEE
And nobody saw who she was with?
MANAGER
We run a discreet operation detective.
Michael continues to question the manager, but we don't hear
any more of these obviously redundant questions.
Sara approaches a mirror, looks at herself for a beat, then
The room becomes darker (we do an onscreen lighting
transition). In the mirror we see MARIA BUZANIS come in the
door,throw off her coat and approach the mirror. She stands
where Sara just was and primps. INTERCUT Sara and Maria's
faces.
41

WITCHBLADE 2ND SIGHT

41

A man steps' in front of Maria (he looks like Gallo from the
back. We do not see his face) Maria pulls him out of frame.
FLASHES'. (THIS TIME IN FORWARD MOTION) Maria pouring
champagne... the male companion snorts up a line of COKE from
a mirrored surface ... hands grope...some clothes are pulled
off... PILLS spill from a bottle and Maria washes them down
with booze... a MATCH flares, lighting a cigarette... Maria
Buzanis smoking, her eyes red, her tired face shoving the
toll of the drugs... the MIRROR, the one Sara looked into in
the previous vision. In this mirror Sara catches a glimpse
of the man Maria is with... It's
not Tommy Gallo.
We get a
very brief look at an OLDER man in a very expensive suit.

27.
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We barely get a look at this man, just enough to establish
the fact that he's not Gallo, and then BLINK.
42

BACK ON SARA -

42

Back in reality. Michael is still questioning the manager.
Sara is stunned by this vision — the face in the mirror was
supposed to belong to Tommy Gallo. Michael looks up and sees
this.
MICHAEL
What's up?
Nothing.

SARA
Let's get out of here.

Sara heads for the door and Michael follows, leaving the
perplexed manager behind.
43

THE HALL OUTSIDE -

43

Sara heads for the elevator, she wants badly to get outside,
to get away from this vision. Michael follows.
MICHAEL
D'you learn anything in there?
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SARA
I'm not sure..
The elevator comes and Sara gets on without saying another
word. Michael can only follow her, puzzled.
44

INT ELEVATOR

44

As the elevator descends Sara realizes she is still wearing
the bracelet. Too distracted or ir.aybe just too confused to
really deal with it, she just puts it in her pocket.
CUT TO:
45

INT. A DIVE BAR - POOL TABLE - NIGHT

45

Eight ball in the corner pocket... a loser moans and hands
five dollars to the winner... Sara Pezzini, who has come here
tonight to drink and shoot pool and forget this afternoon.
Sara turns to the "next game" chalk board where people sign
up and crosses off the name of the opponent she just beat.
SARA
Who's got next game?
(reads the name, looks around)
Jake?
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Even as Sara recognizes the name the smiling face Jake
McCartey comes into view, brandishing a pool cue.
JAKE
Hey, Pez, uh I mean Sara.
SARA
(racking the balls)
I'm here cause I'm trying to forget about
the job. What do you want?
JAKE
To shoot pool.
(looks at the table)
Your break.
Sara gives Jake a long look, and then she turns to the game.
Over this next conversation Sara shoots pool, running the
table without missing a shot. (INTERCUT with this scene is an
unknown POV. Somebody is watching.)

JAKE
I heard that Tommy Gallo is thinking of
opening a club at the old Rialto Theater.
I also heard he's gonna be there tomorrow
to check it out in person.
SARA
(without looking up, doubtful)
Says who?
JAKE
Guy named Drexler.
SARA
(shooting, still not looking at
him)
Drexler? I busted him once. He's a hard
case, a punk, why would he tell you
anything?
JAKE
(shrugs)
I've got my ways.
SARA
(still not looking)
Really.

C
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JAKE
Since Gallo has done time, he can't get a
liquor license which means he's' going to
have to use a front. I would imagine
that will be one of the smaller legal
infractions Tommy's going to commit when
he opens this place up: money washing,
narcotics, girls. You want to bring
Gallo down, the Rialto Theater could be a
place to start.
SARA
(finally stops shooting and
looks at him)
You might actually have a point...
JAKE
What time do you want to go?
SARA
Go where?
JAKE
C'mon, Sara...I "give you some scratch
like this the least you can do is share
it with me.
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PEZ
Some scratch?
JAKE
Yeah, you know, information. Intell.
Data. Tomorrow when you stake out the
Rialto, let me go with you.
Sara sinks another ball then gives Jake a long look.
SARA
You're OK, Jake, I'll give you that.
She hammers a ball across the table with great precision.
SARA (cont'd)
But I've already got a partner.
(looks at the pool table)
Eight ball, corner pocket.
Sara sinks the eight ball and puts her pool cue down.
NEW ANGLE

30.

C

Sara's jacket is draped over a chair in the foreground. A
SLIGHT GLOW emanates from the pocket. PUSH in to the pocket
and find the glowing Witchblade bracelet. Camera pushes right
into the glowing gem.
CUT TO:
46

EXT. THE RIALTO THEATER - DAY

46

42nd Street and 13th Avenue. Forty Deuce. Way over here on
the far far west sice it's still a shithole. And the
deserted old (though once glorious) Rialto Theater is part of
the hole.
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ACROSS THE STREET -

47

The unmarked car of Sara and Michael Yee sits, parked where
it can observe the club.
YEE (V.O.)
Tell me again: why are we here?
48

INT. THE CAR - SAME TIME
Sara and Jake sit inside.
SARA
Because Jake McCartey has a contact that
says Tommy Gallo's going to be here.
MICHAEL
(almost derisively)

Jake

McCartey.

SARA
Jake's a good kid, Yee.
YEE
You know, if I wasn't aware of your
preference for drummers and other sorts
of bad boys I might think you liked him.
PEZ
Very funny.
YEE
I don't know. I don't quite trust the
guy. It's like he's hiding something.
PEZ
You getting paranoid Yee?

48
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YEE
No.
PEZ
Don't tell me it's that East coast West
coast thing.
YEE
(riffing)
No dude, (beat) But why would anybody
leave San Diego to come here? It's not
like he's ever, got family here.
SARA
(shrugs)
Hey, he gave me some good information on
Gallo.
MICHAEL
I understand. Forewarned, forearmed.
Grasshoppa.

49

SARA'S POV: ACROSS THE STREET -

49

Ian Nottingham stands there. At least, it looks like Ian
Nottingham.
50

BACK ON SARA & MICHAEL -

50

Michael sees the look on her face.
MICHAEL
What?
Sara blinks and... Nottingham is gone. Maybe he was never
there.
SARA
Nothing.
The Nottingham vision causes Sara to remember the weird
trinket in her pocket. She takes it out again, puts it on her
wrist.
SARA (cont'd1!
Hey Yee, remind me later I've got to see
if this is from the display at the . . .
(MORE)

32.
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SARA (contid)

CUT TO:
51 ' EXT. THE STREET - SAME TIME

51

TWO CARS pull up in front of the Rialto. Stepping out of
these cars: Tommy Gallo and his crew, all eight of them, each
one tougher than the last. DREXLER is one of them. We'll meet
him in a bit.
SARA (VO)
Here we go.
As Gallo and his men enter the Rialto theater we CUT TO:
52

A PHONE BOOTH DOWN THE STREET -

52

Jake McCartey is in the phone booth, watching Sara and
Michael as they watch Tommy Gallo. He wants to be part of
this so he's followed them. We HOLD for a moment on Jake,
and as we do we hear the following CUT TO:
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EXT. BACK ALLEY - RIALTO THEATER - TEN MINUTES LATER
Sara and Michael Yee are climbing on top of some garbage
cans, reaching for a broken fire escape that is out of reach
above them. Michael boosts her up and she struggles to grab
the bottom rung of the fire escape..
After several aborted attempts Sara grabs a hold of the fire
escape and pulls herself up. She turns back to Michael to
give him a hand.
MICHAEL
(whispering)
You wearing your vest?
SARA
Yeah. You?
MICHAEL
Uh yeah, sure of course.
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He nods. Sara yanks Michael up next to her. A boarded-up
WINDOW blocks their path, but the boards are rotten and
easily displaced. The two of them slide into -
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